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The existence of solutions for a class of linear functional differential equations 
defined on a general Banach space is established; the solutions are shown to 
generate a semigroup of class C, ; a representation of the solutions in terms of 
a particular family of linear transformations is developed. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper an attempt is made to extend the theory of linear autonomous 
neutral differential equations from Rn to a Banach space setting. This is done 
in such a manner that closed unbounded operators can be incorporated into the 
theory, and thus one is able to consider certain partial differential equations 
involving delayed arguments. The basic type of system considered is described 
by Eq. (1) or its integrated version, Eq. (2). 
The paper is subdivided as follows. Section 1 consists of preliminaries, such as 
establishing certain notational conventions and defining the operators and 
Banach spaces considered in Sections 2 and 3. Sections 2 and 3 contain the main 
results of the paper. In Section 2 it is shown in Theorem 2 that the system 
described by Eq. (2) generates a strongly continuous semigroup of class C,, on a 
given Banach space X. The infinitesimal generator of this semigroup is charac- 
terized in Theorem 3 and in the same theorem it is shown that all solutions of (2) 
with initial values in the domain of the infinitesimal generator satisfy the system 
of differential equations (1). Section 3 concerns itself with finding explicit 
solutions of the system (2). The procedure is to take the Laplace transform of a 
solution and attempt to invert it. In so doing one obtains the transform of a 
mapping 5’(t), called the fundamental transform, which is strongly continuous 
a.e. on X. It is then shown that any solution of (2) can be constructed from the 
initial condition and the mapping s(t). Th is is the substance of Theorems 4 
through 6. The approach used in this section is in the spirit of Bellman and 
Cooke [I]. Section 4 consists of two examples, one retarded and one neutral, 
in which the fundamental transformation is explicitly computed. 
* I would like to thank the referee for his helpful and constructive comments. 
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General references to related works are the monograph of Hale and Meyer. [4], 
the work of Travis and Webb, [7] and the book of Bellman and Cooke [l]. 
General references to semigroup theory and functional analysis are the treatises 
of Hille and Phillips [S] and Dunford and Schwartz [3]. A general reference on 
the Laplace transform is the book of Widder [8]. It should be mentioned that 
Henry [9] has treated a similar problem in R* by utilizing the theory of semi- 
groups and the Laplace transform. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
(1) ‘8 will denote the complex plane. R will denote the real numbers and 
R+ the nonnegative real numbers. 
(2) The symbol X will denote a given Banach space over the reals. 
However, in some instances when dealing with Laplace transforms we shall have 
to consider the complex extension of X which will again be denoted by X. If 
I--h, 0] is an interval in R the Banach space of all continuous mappings 41 from 
[-h, 0] into X will be denoted by C[[--h, 01, X]. However, for simplicity of 
notation this will be abbreviated to C. The norm in C is defined to be ] 9 / = 
sup{1 +(t)i: t E [A, 01) where f . j d enotes the norm in X. In fact the norm in 
all Banach spaces occurring in this paper indiscriminately will be denoted by 1 . / . 
If # in C has a derivative which is also in C this shall be denoted by (6. 
(3) If Y is a given Banach space, the space of contirmous linear mappings 
from Y into itself will be denoted by [Y]. If Z is also a Ranach space, the space 
of all continuous linear mappings from Y into 2 will be denoted by [Y, ZJ. 
(4) Let x: [--A, co) -+ X or S: [0, co) ---f [X], respectively, be measurable 
and strongly measurable, and suppose 1 x(t)] <iVPte and \ S(t)\, < .&Pte for some 
M >, 0 and a: in R. Then x and S have Laplace transforms which, respectively, 
will be denoted by 64(x(t))(s) = Z(S) and 2(5’(t))(s) = F(S), where s E 4R and 
Re s > a.‘The inverse transforms w&l be denoted by Z&-r(~{t))(t) and S-*(S($))(t). 
Remark 1. The usual theory of the Laplace transform goes over practically 
mutatis mutandis into Ranach spaces. Thus, unless an uriusual result for 
Banach spaces is required, we shall treat Laplace transforms without reference 
to speci& works except to mention the books of Efille and’ Phillips [S] and 
Widder [8]. 
(5)’ Let A: X -+ X be a closed linear operator which is the infinitesimal 
generator of a semigroup, T(t), of class C, on X. The domain, S(A), of A is 
dense in k(see, e.g., [5]) an d since T(t) is of class C, there exist constants Ml > 1 
and % such that / T(t)/ < Mr& (again see [5]). 
(6) ,{Aj) and (BJ, i < j < m, are operators in [Xl, for each j we assume 
range (Bi) is in B(A) and AB? E [Z] for eachj. 
(7) ThenumbersO<hl<h,<...<h,=hareiixedinR. 
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2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND CONSTRUCTION OF ITS SOLUTION 
Consider the linear autonomous neutral differential-difference system on X 
which formally is described by the equations 
(d/dt) 
[ 
x(t) - -f B,x(t - hj) 
j=l I 
= Ax(t) + f Ap(t - hj) (14 
j=l 
ift>Oand 
x(t) = 4(t) (lb) 
if+ECand t~[--h,O]. 
In conjunction with the system (1) we shall consider an “integrated” form 
described by the equations 
+ 1” T(t - u> [g (4 + A&) X((J. - hi , 0, $)I da @a) 
0 j=l 
ift>,Oand 
x(4 0, $1 = +(t), d E c (2b) 
if t E [--h, 01. 
Notice that if a solution of (2) exists such that Ax(t, 0, 4) is defined and con- 
tinuous for all t > 0 then x(t, 0, +) satisfies (1). Also every continuous solution 
of (1) is a solution of (2). 
THEOREM 1. Given + E C the system (2) has a unique solution which is a 
continuous mapping from [0, co) -+ X. 
Proof. Notice from (2a) that there is only one possible solution of (2) over the 
interval [0, hi]. But then x(t, 0, 4) is defined over [---Jr, hi] and since T(t) is 
strongly continuous x(t, 0,4) is continuous on [--h + h, , hi] and hence (2) 
again has a unique continuous solution over [h, ,2h,]. Proceeding inductively 
we can extend the solution uniquely and continuously to [0, co). This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
DEFINITION 1. Let x(t, to , +) be the solution of (2) for t > to and $ E C. 
Define for t 3 to 
X*(4, to) = (x(t + u> to > (6): cr E L--h, 01) (3) 
and the mapping T: [0, co) + [C] by the relation 
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PROPOSITION 1. Ift > to andq5E C then 
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(3 
Hence 7 is a semigroup of operators acting on C. 
Proof. Observe from (2) that if t > to 




t T(t - u) 
to ! 




On the other hand, for t > to, 
505/f&-8 
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Thus (7) is also a solution of (2) for t > t, with initial value X&S, 0). But the 
uniqueness property of Theorem 1 it follows that (7) and (6) are identical for 
t > to . This completes the proof of the proposition. 
THEOREM 2. The mapping T: [0, NJ) -+ [C] dejiined by (4) is a semigroup of 
class co on c. 
Proof. Clearly 3-(t) . 1 IS inear for each t > 0 and by Proposition 1 is a semi- 
group on C. To prove I is class C, we need to show that lim,,,+ ~(t)$ = 4 
for all 4 E C. To do this we only need to prove that lim,,+ x(t, 0, $) = 4(O) 
for all 4 E C. But this is an immediate consequence of 2(a) and the fact that 
limt,o+ T(t) x0 = x0 for all x0 E X. 
COROLLARY. There exists Mz > 1 and o~z in R such that / r(t)\ < M++ for 
all t 3 0. 
Proof. The corollary is a consequence of Theorem 2 and the fact that the 
above estimate holds for all semigroups of class C,, (see, e.g., [5]). 
DEFINITION 2. Let 01 denote the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup -r(t). 
THEOREM 3. The domaiz of 01 consists of those 4 E C such that (i) 4 exists and is 
in C, (ii) 4(O) E 9(A), and (iii) 
&O) = f &i&-W + f 44(-h) + 4’40). 
j=l j=l 
Moreover if4 E L@(a) the solution of (2) satisfies (1). 
Proof. Let + E 9(a). Then 
(8) 
(9) 
Hence, since (T(&)(O) = $(g + 4) if u + 4 < 0, 4 exists and is in C. Moreover 
using the semigroup property we can show (see, e.g. [q) that &(O, 4) E C for all 
t > 0. Also notice that if f E C then 
(d/dt) Jot T(t - 0) f (c+) do = A Jot T(t - o)f(u) do +f(t) (10) 
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(see, e.g., [6, p. 1351). Th us we can differentiate (2) to obtain 
Since (d/dt)(T(t) x0) = AT(t) x0 , if the derivative exists, and making use of (2) 
we again obtain from (11) the equation 
This proves the second assertion of the theorem. That C(O) E 9(A) is a con- 
sequence of the observation that 4(O) - CL1 B&(---h,) is in the domain of A, 
and by Preliminary 6 Bi: X + B(A), 1 < j < m. Equation (8) follows from 
the fact that 4 E C, &(O, 95) E C, and that (12) is satisfied for t 3 0. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF SOLUTIONS OF (2) 
Since I is a semigroup of class Co , each solution of (2) has a Laplace 
transform which we shall denote by Z(S, #I). Noting that Z(T(t))(s) I: (sI - A)-1, 
the transform of (2) is 
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We can rewrite (13) in the more coherent form 
Bje-sh, - (sI - A)-l jJ (Aj + AB,) eMshi %(s, (6) 
j=l 1 
= (SI - A)-’ 
[ 
Fl A3emsh9 C, edsu#(a> da + W] (14) 
+ 5 [ (Ij + (sI - A)-l A) BieSshj j:a 
j=l I 
e+‘cj(u) da - (sI - A)-’ B~~(---s)]. 
Let us examine the various parts of (14). Consider first the expression 
(I + (sI - A)-l A) B3eWshJ j:h e-So+(u) do - (sl - A)-’ B&-hj) 
J 
= (sI - A)-’ Bi seeshf 
[ j 




If $ is absolutely continuous on [--h, 0] the right side can be written in the form 




We shall reserve (15) for use in proving Theorem 5. 
Consider next the left side of (14) and the equation in s givenby 
[C 
I - 5 B,ewshj 
> 
- (sI - A)-’ 2 (Aj +- ABJ emShj 1 s(s) = (sl - A)-‘. (16) j=l j=l 
Let 
B(s) = I - 2 BjePhj, 
j=l 
(17a) 
A(s) = (sl - A)-’ 5 (A$ + Bj) e?j. (17b) 
j=l 
If Re s is sufficiently large we can rewrite (16) in the form 
(B(s) - A(s)) s(s) = [I - A(s) B-‘(s)] B(s) s(s) = (sI - A)-l. (18) 
Again for Re s sufficiently large we can solve (18) for s to obtain 
s(s) = B-‘(s)[I - B-“(s) A(s)]-+1 - A)-l. (1% 
From the structure of both A(s) and B(s) we see that B(s) + I as Re s --+ CO and 
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1 A(s)/ -+ 0 as Re s + 00. Thus there exists a real number “3 such that for 
Re s >, a3 B-1(~) and [I - A(s) B-l(s)]-l exist and 
[I - A(s) B-*(s)]-1 = I + 2 (A(s) B-“(s))j. 
j=l 
Hence for Re s >, 01~ 
S(s) = P1(s) [I + 9fl (A(s) B-l(s)P] (~1 - &j-l. cm 
Here 
B-l(s) = I + -f f+-wjs (53) 
j=l 
withA, =wr < w2 < -*.,(wJ--+ coasn+ cOandeachwjhastheform 
wi =n,h,+n,h,+~~*+n,h,, 02) 
where (SZ& are positive integers or zero. We define the characteristic function 
x(4 = 0 if G < 0, 
(23) 
x(4 = 1 if a>O. 
Using (23), the expression for B-a(s) in (21) and the convolution theorem for 
Laplaee transforms (see, e.g., [8]) we can write 
and 
,ri”-l[z?-‘(s)(sI - &l](t) = T(t) + 2 x(t - Wj) H,T(t - Wj) t241 
i=l 
Lz-‘(A(s) B-l(s))(t) = f x(t - Wj) T(t - Wj) I$ ) (251 
j=l 
where the sequence of operators {Bj} are the coefficients found in the expression 
We shall obtain estimates on the growth of the expressions ] JF-~(A(S> B-r(s))(t)] 
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and ] 9-1(B-1(~)(~l - A)-l)l. F rom the theory of Dirichlet series (see, e.g., [2]) 
it can be shown there exists 01~ > a1 such that if Re s 2 CQ > a1 
and 





Thus since CQ > 011 , if t 3 0, 
1 L~-‘(B-‘(s)(sI - A)-‘)(t)/ < i&ea4  1 + ‘f 1 Hj 1 e-‘@‘j 1 = M3eQt (28) i=l 
and 
j ,E”-‘(A(s) kl(s))(t)l < MIe@ m iT; 1 I?$1 e-a4wf = Mae@. (29) 
DEFINITION 3. Let f: [0, co) -+ [X] be strongly measurable; we denote by 
[fn]* the convolution off with itself n times. If g is strongly,measurabIe in [Xj 
or if g: [0, co) + X is measurable we denote by (f *g) the convolutionf and g. 
Remark 2. Note that the Laplace transform of the convolution of two 
mappingsf and g is 9( f *g) = _Ep( f ) 8(g). 
LEMMA 1. Assume f : [0, co) -+ [X’j is strongly measurable and I f(t)] < +Ft 
for all t E R+. Then for every natural number n 
l[fm]*(t)l < [MV-l/(n - l)!] eat. (30) 
Proof. The proof is by induction once it is observed that 
IIf”]* (t)] = 1 lf(cr)f(t - u) da 1 < MzteOt. 
LEMMA 2. 
1 cSF((A(s) B-l(s))j (sl - A)-l)(t)1 
= [ lt LP(A(s) B-‘(s))~ (u) T(t - U) da [ < (M~M,/j!) e%j. (31) 
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 with M = M4 
and a = 01~ ‘and the ,fact that I T(t)1 < M1eSltMIe@. 
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On the basis of Lemma 2 we can make the estimate 
j 9-l (f (A(s) B-l(s))j (sl - g-1) (t) j 
j=l 
(32) 
< Ml 5 (n/r,i/j!) e%’ = Mlear4t(eM4t - 1) < M5e@, 
j=l 
where 01~ = 014 + Mh . Thus we can state 
THEOREM 4. On the basis of the estimates (27), (281, and (32) and the fact 
that 01s > 01~ we can assert that A?l(S(s))(t) exists and satis$es an e&nate of the 
f arm 
j ~P(S(s))(t)l < M6e@. (33) 
Proof. The proof is a straightforward exercise using (20) and the estimates 
obtained in Lemmas 1 and 2. 
DEFINITION 4. We define S(t) = Z’-r(S(~))(t). S(t) will be termed the 
fundamental transformation for the system (2). Notice that we tacitly assume 
j S(t)/ = 0 if t < 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. The fundamental transformation satis$es the identity 
S(t)x, = T(t) + 2 x(t - h,) B,S(t - hj)xo 
j=l 
(34) 
+ lt T(t - cr) [f x(u - h,)(A, + AB,) S(a - al)] x0 da. 
j=l 
Proof. The proofs follows by the direct inversion of (16) and transferring 
all terms, except S(t), in the resulting expression to the right-hand side. 
Assuming we know T(t). Proposition 2 permits us to compute S(f) by a step 
by step process over intervals of the form [Hhl , (n + 1) h,]. 
PROPOSITION 3. The fundamental transformation is ~tirong& continuous exqp,t 
possibZy at the points (w& described by‘Ep. (22). Moreover S(t) - Czl B$(t - 4) 
is strongly continuous on R+. 
Proof. The proof of the first statement is a consequence of (34). For, since 
T(t) is strongly continuous and 1 S(t)/ = 0 if t < O’and S(t) = T(f) on [O> hr), 
it follows that S(t) is strongly continuous on [0, h,). Hence by a simple induction 
argument we can show that S(t) is strongly continuous on each of the open 
intervals (w$ , wj+J, where j is any natural number. 
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The second statement is an immediate corollary of (34) if we subtract 
gy, B,S(t - hj) f rom both sides of that expression. For then the resulting 
expression has a strongly continuous right-hand side. 
PROPOSITION 4. TheLaplace transform of %(s, 4) which can be deducedfrom (14) 
is given by the expression 
(35) 
+ S(s) j$l BjeWShi L se-““+(u) du]. 
3 
Proof. The proof is obtained by multiplying both sides of (14) by [B(s) - A(s)]-1 
and observing that [B(s) - A(s)]-l(sl - A)-l = S(s). 
THEOREM 5. If 4 E C is absolutely continuous then the solution of (2) can be 
written 







-hj se+“+(u) da = #(-hj) - e-%$(O) + eesh9 t, e-SO&u) da 
and that the mapping f which satisfies the conditions 
f 0) = #(t - U t E 10, hi1 
and 1 f(t) 1 = 0 if t > hj also satisfies 
9 (J:h, S(t - u - hj) f (u) du) (s) = s(s) e-*&j L, e-‘y(u) da. 
3 
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Hence the inversion of (35) becomes 
~(t, 0,4) = 9-1(~(~, #)(t) = [s(t) - 2 S(t - hi) Bj] (b(0) 
j=l 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If + E C is not absolutely continuous the inversion of (35) is somewhat more 
difficult to represent. As an aid to accomplishing this we prove the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If+ E C and 
then t)(t) exists ad. on LO, 00). 
Proof. Observe from (20), (24), and (25) that S(t) Bi has the structure 
S(t) Bj = T(t) + 2 Hjx(t - wj) T(t - wj)] Bj + s” au) T(t - u) Bj do 
j=l 0 
(38) 
where Q: [O, CO) is strongly continuous except possibly at the points {wJ. Thus 
if x0 E X and t 4 (wi> we know by Preliminary 6 that S(t) Bp, is differentiable 
at E and 
(d/dt)(S(t) B,x~) = S(t) ABjxo + Q(t) .Bj~o . 
Hence for #J defined by (37) we have 
(391 
COROLLARY. Since S(t) and Q(t) hazreLaplace tran@nz.q 4(t), defipred by (40), 
and (d/dt)(S(t) Bjx,) also haveLaplace transfcmm. 
DEFINITIQN 5. On the basis of (37) for t x {wj} we define the derivative of 
S(t) Bi to be 
(WW(4 Bj) = s(t) ABj + Q(t) Bj , (41) 
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where Q(t) is given by 
9-l [B’(s) 2 (A(s) B-l(s))“] (t) = Q(t). (42) 
k=l 
From the corollary to Lemma 3 we see that (d/&)(8(t) Bj) has a Laplace 
transform. Since s(t) Bj is strongly continuous on the open intervals (c+-~ , c+), 
K = l,..., we can write 
LF((djdt)(S(t) BJ)(s) = Lrn e-st(d/dt)(S(t) Bj) dt 
= SW’ e+(d/dt)(S(t) BJ dt 
0 
+ j2 LITI e-st(d/dt)(S(t) B,) dt (43) 
= ,-w lim S(t) B, - Bj + f eFswk lim (S(t) Bj) 
t-q- k=2 t-x0*- 
Notice from (38) that 
eWswk[ lim s(t) Bf - lim S(t) Bj] = -e-‘“‘aHtiBj . 
t-w], &of 
Thus (43) can be written as 
g((d/dt)(S(t) By)) = &(S(t) Bj)(S) - Bj - 2 ewswkH& 
k=l 
or equivalently 
sg(S(t) Bj)(s) = S((d/dt)(S(t) BJ)(s) + B, + f e‘-““kHkB.j  
k=l 
(45) 
Thus if f(s) is the -Laplace transform of a mapping, f: [0, co) -+ X, which is 
continuous on the intervals (wi , wj+J 
2-(d(s) B&))(t) = 2-(s9(S(t) Bj)f(s))(t) 
= s * (d/dt)(S(t - 0) B,) f (u) da + Bjf (t) (46) 0 
+ gl X(t - @k) WAf (t - wkja 
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Applying (46) to the function 
we obtain 
f(t) = $(t - h,)(l - x(t - h,), c E c-2 (471 
zzz s ’ (d/dt)(S(t - o - hi) BJ 4(o) do + B&t - hJ( 1 - x(t - h,)) (48) -4 
+ &El x(t - W&l - x(t - Jrj - w/J) &&+(r - h, - @7G)* 
DEFINITION 6. Forj = l,..., m we define the linear mapping Rj: 10, cc) + 
IG Xl bY 
9-l 
i 
sS(s) Bjeeshi 1” 
-h, 
eesu$(u) do) (t) = &R,(t) 4. (49) 
THEOREM 6. U&g DeJinition 6 or epuikale&ly the relatiomhip (48) we caB 
itivert (35) to obtain the solution of (2) which is giwen by the expression 
Proof. Equation (50) is obtained by substitution for j = 1,. .., m of Eq. (49) 
into the inverse transform of (35) and observing that for j = 1,. . . , m 
2-1 &) Aie-% ,--so +(u) do) (t) = j;h, S(t - hi - o) A&o) do. (51) 
, 
Rem& 3. By taking right-’ and left-hand limits at the points (~3 it can 
be shown that (50) can be extended to a continuous mapping on R+. 
4. Two EXAMPLES 
Letf be analytic in some neighborhood of the spectrum of A (see, e.g., [S]): 
Let r be a closed curve containing no point of the spectrum of A, not containing 
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the point at infinity in its interior and such that f is analytic in a neighborhood of 
I’ and the interior of r. Define 
f(A) = (1/27ri) S,f (o)(d - A)-1 da. 
Consider the following examples of functional differential equation defined on X 
and 
(W)@(~)) = A+) + f (4 4 - 1) (52) 
(@t&v(t) - f(A) x(t - 1)) = Ax(t). (53) 
We shall compute the fundamental transformations for systems (52) and (53). 
Consider (52) first. The Laplace transform of the fundamental transformation 
satisfies the equation 
[I - f(A) e-+.Z - A)-l] S(s) = (d - A)-l 
or if Re s is sufficiently large 
(54) 
S(s) = (d - A)-l + f e+f (A)j (sl - A)-(j+l). 
j=l 
(55) 
The inversion of (55) yields 
S(t) = T(t) + f x(t -j) f (A)j ((t - j)jb!) T(t -j). (56) 
j=l 
Next consider (53). The Laplace transform of the fundamental transformation 
satisfies 
[(I - f(A) e6) - e+(d - A)‘lAf (A)] S(s) = ($1 - J-l. 
In (57) we consider the identity 
(57) 
e-+[I + ($1 - A] f (A) = secs(sI - A)-If(A). (58) 
Thus we can obtain the formal inversion of the term multiplying S(S) on the 
left of (57) and write 
Note that 
S(s) = (sl - A)-l + f A-sjf (A)j (sl - A)-(j+l). 
j=l 
(59) 
A?-l[d(d - A)-(j+l)(f @y](t) = (dj/dtj[(tj/j!) T(t) f (A)1. C-33 
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Since f(A): X -+ 9(A), (60) m ak es sense and we can formally write 
Observe that since 1 @(A)/ < M, for some constant M, >, 1 an estimate of the 
form 
69 
holds for each j and all t > 1. Thus using (62) one can easily obtain the inequality 
1 S(t)] < lL!llealt + f 27M7”/j!) M@*‘yt + l)j. 
i=l 
(631 
Hence (62) converges absolutely and is the inverse transform of S(t). 
Remark 4. The examples given above are perhaps too restrictive in that the 
point at infinity in the extended spectrum of A is not considered. This presents 
no difficulty provided f behaves “well” at infinity. By this we mean that f(A): 
X -+ S@(A) and Af (A) E [Xl. In fact the following specific case can be considered 
as an example of (53). 
Over the interval [0, 00) consider the partial differential equation 
(apt) [&, t) - lorn e-2o& + U, t - 1) do] = (+jax)(x, t). (f4 
Here X is the Banach space of all uniformly bounded continuous functions on 
[O, 00) equipped with the supremum norm: 
and 
Furthermore 
= (a/&) j: e ““e2’#(u) da = -c$(x) -1 2(f(A}$)(x). 
Thus @(A) = ---I+ 2f(A) or f(A) = (21- Al-l. Hence (64) has the proper 
structure and the fundamental transformation of (64) is described by (61). 
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